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Oscillations of Min-proteins in micropatterned
environments: a three-dimensional particle-based
stochastic simulation approach†

Max Hoffmannab and Ulrich S. Schwarz*ab

The Min-proteins from E. coli and other bacteria are the best characterized pattern forming system in cells

and their spatiotemporal oscillations have been successfully reconstituted in vitro. Different mathematical

and computational models have been used to better understand these oscillations. Here we use particle-

based stochastic simulations to study Min-oscillations in patterned environments. We simulate a

rectangular box of length 10 mm and width 5 mm that is filled with grid or checkerboard patterns of

different patch sizes and distances. For this geometry, we find different stable oscillation patterns,

typically pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor axis and striped oscillations along the major axis. The

Min-oscillations can switch from one pattern to the other, either effected by changes in pattern

geometry or stochastically. By automatic analysis of large-scale computer simulations, we show

quantitatively how the perturbing effect of increased patch distance can be rescued by increased patch

size. We also show that striped oscillations occur robustly in arbitrarily shaped filamentous E. coli cells.

Our results highlight the robustness and variability of Min-oscillations, put limits on the effect of putative

division sites, and provide a powerful computational framework for future studies of protein self-

organization in patterned environments.
1 Introduction

Min-proteins allow bacteria like E. coli to nd the middle at
which to divide in order to effect two equally sized daughter
cells.1 In 1999, it was found that this mechanism is in fact based
on a spatiotemporal oscillation2 which since then has emerged
as the best studied example of a protein pattern forming system
in cells. At the core of this system are only two proteins, MinD
and MinE. MinD is an ATPase that binds to the bacterial
membrane aer loading with ATP. There it recruits MinE, which
accelerates hydrolysis and thus leads to release of MinD. The
released MinD can be loaded again with ATP and rebinds at a
new location, thus providing the basic mechanism for wave
propagation along the membrane. A third Min-protein, MinC, is
not necessary for the oscillations, but follows the MinD
pattern.3,4 In wildtype cells, MinD sequentially localizes to one
pole aer the other (pole-to-pole oscillation), with MinE form-
ing a ring at the rim of the retracting polar zones. On average,
this keeps MinD and thus also MinC away from the middle of
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the cell. This in turn allows the assembly of a FtsZ-ring in the
middle and eventually leads to symmetric cell division.5 The
details of the Min-system have been extensively reviewed else-
where,6–8 but there remain some open issues. For example, it
has been suggested that cytoplasmic diffusion of the Min-
proteins is not relevant and that there exist additional protein
interactions at the membrane which lead to very specic local
wave structures.9

One of the most striking features of the Min-system is that
stable oscillations also occur in other geometries than the
wildtype cell. A typical E. coli wildtype cell has a length of 2–5
mm and a width of 0.5–2 mm and the oscillation period is typi-
cally around 1 min.2 During growth the length approximately
doubles. Already before the septum closes, stable oscillations
emerge in the two daughter cells.10 However, if division is
suppressed by FtsZ-depletion, one obtains very long (lamen-
tous) cells in which the oscillation pattern changes from pole-to-
pole (with the two localization regions at the poles) to striped
(with more than two localization regions distributed along the
whole length in a stripe-like manner), with a characteristic
distance between adjacent localization regions of 5 mm2. It has
also been shown that in E. colimutants with a Y-shape, different
oscillation patterns can arise depending on the actual arm
lengths.11 In spherical cells no stable oscillation patterns have
been observed. Rather in this case MinD moves to and from
multiple sites on the cell surface.12 In irregularly shaped E. coli
cells obtained by squeezing the cells in nano-channels,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 Reaction scheme for the Min-oscillations. The rate constants
corresponding to each reaction are marked in grey.
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oscillations have been observed, however, the oscillation axis is
not well dened.13 Thus the spatiotemporal details of the
Min-oscillations strongly depend on the membrane geometry.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that Min-oscillations can
be reconstituted in vitro using supported bilayers.14,15 On these
homogeneous at substrates, spiral and stripe patterns are
found, on a length scale (50–100 mm) that is much larger than in
the in vivo system (5 mm). By using micropatterning techniques,
it was shown that these surface waves are sufficiently robust as
to tolerate gaps in the substrate up to the scale of the typical
pattern length scale.16 The waves were also sufficiently robust as
to tolerate the reduction of protein diffusion in the medium by
up to one order of magnitude. Furthermore it was shown that
the Min-waves sense the geometry of the substrate by orien-
tating in the direction of the longest path on the pattern and
following bends in lengthy substrate patterns.

A large range of mathematical and computational models has
been suggested to better understand the underlying mechanisms
and the role of geometry, starting right aer their experimental
discovery.17–19 All models are based on a reaction-diffusion
mechanism, but the details of the treatment vary widely. They can
be classied in several ways. First one has to differentiate between
mathematical models based on partial differential equations
(PDEs) and computational models, which in turn can be classied
as grid-based or particle-based. Second the models can be clas-
sied as one-,17–19 two-20 and three-dimensional.21–23 Third they
differ in the way the interactions between MinD, MinE and the
membrane are treated. In this regard, the models can be divided
into two large groups: Collaborative Attachment (CA) models and
Aggregation Current (AC) models.24 The main difference between
these models is the way MinD clustering on the membrane is
modeled. In the CA models it is assumed that MinD binds pref-
erentially to already membrane-bound MinD, whereas in the AC
models MinD can bind anywhere to the membrane, however it is
clustered aerwards by attractive interaction between membrane-
bound MinD molecules. Some of the early models made
assumptions about reactions that were later shown to be incon-
sistent with experimental data. One inuential model is the one
devised by Huang and coworkers in 2003.21 The Huang-model is a
PDE-based CA model that predicts many of the known experi-
mental results for a three-dimensional cylindrical cell. It has been
adapted later to study important aspects of the Min-system in
more detail, for example the exact role of ux currents (chan-
neling)20 or additional mechanisms like transient MinE binding,16

for which experimental evidence exists.15,25

Here we focus on patterned environments as an exciting tool to
quantitatively study important pattern forming protein systems
like the Min-system. Particle-based stochastic simulations ideally
complement this approach because they allow us to account for
the effects of three dimensions, geometry, and stochastic uctu-
ations. In this paper, we especially focus on two technical chal-
lenges arising from the interplay of using particle-based
stochastic simulations andmicropatterns: implementing the two-
dimensional patterned boundary conditions for the three-
dimensional simulations and automatically analyzing data from
large-scale computer simulations for a large range of different
pattern geometries. Our starting point is the Huang-model,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
because it can be easily adapted for stochastic simulations. For
example, it has been used with such an approach to study the
effect ofMinD-laments26 and the effect of stochastic uctuations
for the accuracy of midpoint determination using the soware
package MCell.22 The Huang-model has also been used for grid-
based simulations of Min-oscillations in spherical and lamen-
tous cells using the soware package MesoRD.23 Here we use it to
demonstrate some surprising generic phenomena arising from
the interplay between geometry and stochastic uctuations in
three dimensions. In the future, this approach might be extended
to more detailed models for the Min-system.

In order to explore the effect of structured patterns of a total
size comparable to E. coli with patch sizes and distances well
below the pattern length scale of the Min-oscillations in E. coli,
we performed extensive computer simulations using the so-
ware package Smoldyn.27,28 We found that this approach is very
powerful in revealing selection of and switching between
different oscillation patterns. We start with an introduction of
the model and our simulation environment in Section 2. Aer
introducing the results for a homogeneous substrate as a
reference case in Section 3.1, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we show
some striking examples of our simulations that illustrate the
most important features found. A complete set of geometries is
then automatically analyzed with the help of an oscillation
analysis in Section 3.4. We also investigate the effect of three
dimensions for lamentous cells in Section 3.5. We nally
conclude with a discussion of our results.
2 Simulation setup
2.1 Reaction scheme and model parameters

In this publication we use the model originally introduced by
Huang et al.,21 which has later been adapted for particle-based
stochastic simulations.22,23 Similar to ref. 23 we do not consider
a potential positive effect of membrane-bound MinDE on the
binding of MinD–ATP. The resulting reaction scheme is shown
in Fig. 1.

The reaction cycle starts with the exchange of ADP with ATP
on a MinD–ADP molecule:
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396 | 2389
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Table 1 Parameters used in the model. (P) denotes the reaction
probability and (B) denotes the binding radius computed by Smoldyn

Parameter Value Value in Smoldyn

DD 2.5 mm2 s�1 2.5 mm2 s�1

DE 2.5 mm2 s�1 2.5 mm2 s�1

Dd 0.01 mm2 s�1 0.01 mm2 s�1

Dde 0.01 mm2 s�1 0.01 mm2 s�1

l 0.5 s�1 5 � 10�5 per step (P)
kD 0.025 mm s�1 0.00028 per step (P)
kdD 0.0149 mm3 s�1 0.0091 mm (B)
kdE 0.093 mm3 s�1 0.0179 mm (B)
kde 0.7 s�1 7 � 10�5 per step (P)

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the simulated geometry with exemplary data
for patch size 1 mm and patch distance 0.2 mm. In the grid pattern all
patches are present, whereas in the checkerboard pattern only the
bright orange ones are present.
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MinD�ADPþATP ����!l
MinD�ATPþADP (1)

Only MinD–ATP is able to bind to the membrane. Membrane
attachment of MinD–ATP can occur at any place with a xed
rate:

MinD�ATP ����!kD
MinDðmÞ (2)

In the so-called cooperative attachment (CA) models MinD
molecules preferentially bind to areas with high MinD
concentrations on the membrane. To implement this in our
model, we include the following reaction:

MinDðmÞ þMinD�ATP ����!kdD
MinDðmÞ þMinDðmÞ (3)

MinD bound to the membrane can then bind a MinE
molecule from the bulk, forming a MinDE complex bound to
the membrane:

MinDðmÞ þMinE ����!kdE
MinDEðmÞ (4)

MinE now hydrolyzes the ATP and subsequently both the
MinD and the MinE molecules detach from the membrane:

MinDEðmÞ ����!kde
MinD�ADPþMinE (5)

All molecules can diffuse both in the cytoplasm and the
membrane as dened by the respective diffusion coefficients,
which are DD for cytosolic MinD, DE for cytosolic MinE, Dd for
membrane-bound MinD and Dde for membrane-bound MinDE.
For our simulations here we use the parameters of the Huang-
model.21,23 We note that model parameters like l or D might
have different values in different experiments.15,20,29 All param-
eters used in the simulations can be found in Table 1. As known
from earlier studies, this leads to a typical pattern length scale
of the Min-oscillations around 5 mm, like in cells.
2.2 Computer simulations

We performed our simulations in a rectangular box with
dimensions 10 mm (major axis) � 5 mm (minor axis) � 0.5 mm
(height) with reective boundary conditions. The box dimen-
sions were chosen such that the width corresponds to the length
of a wildtype E. coli and that the length corresponds to the
length of an E. coli cell that has grown to double the size without
formation of a septum. Thus in principle oscillations along both
2390 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396
axes could emerge, which will become important later. The
lower surface of the simulation box is decorated with a pattern
of quadratic patches that MinD can bind to, as shown in Fig. 2.

We use two kinds of patterns, a simple grid pattern as shown
and a checkerboard pattern, where only the bright orange
patches are present. The patch size is 0.1–1 mm and the patch
distance is 0.1–1 mm (0–1 mm for the checkerboard pattern), both
in steps of 0.1 mm. In order to avoid incomplete patches, we
place the maximum pattern possible with complete patches in
the center of the simulation box, leading to offsets both along
the major axis and the minor axis. The particle numbers were
chosen to be 12 006 for MinD (6003 MinD–ATP and 6003 MinD–
ADP) and 3120 for MinE, which results in a comparable surface
density to earlier experiments30 and simulations.22,23 At simula-
tion start the particles were distributed randomly throughout
the simulation box. Thus, every simulation run has an individual
initial particle distribution. We performed our simulations with
Smoldyn 2.28 which is a particle-based stochastic simulation
tool for reaction-diffusion systems in user-dened geometries
that is freely available at http://www.smoldyn.org.28 This simu-
lation framework has been successfully applied to many
different biological systems, for example to protein diffusion
between two electrofused cells.31 Especially due to its versatility
regarding geometries and reactions on 2D surfaces embedded in
a 3D environment, it is very well suited for our purpose. It is
similar to MCell in treating the volume as continuous, however,
it is faster and the reactions are more accurate than with MCell.28

The Smoldyn script les for all simulations shown here are
available on request from the corresponding author. All simula-
tions ran for 1200 s of simulated time with a time step of 10�4 s.
This step size is a compromise between accuracy and reasonable
simulation run times. For every single patch size/patch distance
combination we ran ve simulations. Smoldyn converts every
reaction rate provided in the conguration script to either a
probability (events per time step) for reactions of order 0 or 1
(reactions (1), (2), and (5)) or to a binding radius for reactions of
order 2 (reactions (3) and (4)), which means that particles react
once the distance between the two is smaller than the binding
radius. This is necessary as the particles have no volume and,
thus, cannot react via an encounter complex like in simulation
tools explicitly modeling the volume of particles.32,33 An inter-
esting and less computer-time consuming alternative would be
particle-based stochastic simulations with Green's Function
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 3 Kymographs of two different simulations with a homogeneous
substrate at the bottom of the box. The first sample (A) shows striped
oscillations along themajor axis, whereas the second sample (B) shows
pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor axis. Both simulations have
the same parameters, but spontaneously develop different stable
oscillation patterns from slightly different initial particle positions.
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Reaction Dynamics (GFRD),34,35 which however has difficulties in
implementing non-trivial geometries.

2.3 Oscillation analysis

As we will see later, Min-oscillations show more complex
spatiotemporal patterns than e.g. traveling waves and thus are
not easily accessible by standard methods like Fourier analysis.
Moreover we perform large-scale computer simulations and
therefore need to use an automatic evaluation of large datasets.
To this end, we have adopted the following method. We rst
compute the so-called instantaneous oscillation period T. From
video sequences and kymographs of our simulations we nd
that oscillation periods vary from 10 s to 70 s. We therefore
compute a correlation coefficient for time shis in this window
and then automatically identify the rst maximum as T. This
method was introduced in detail by Kerr et al.22 We use MinD
histograms for the window vectors with 2000 bins for the major
axis and 1000 bins for theminor axis, taken every 0.1 s. For every
simulation we computed the instantaneous oscillation period at
N ¼ 375 time points separately, both for potential oscillations
along the major and the minor axis. These values have a well-
dened average only if a stable oscillation pattern exists over the
whole course of the simulation. In most cases, however, these
values will vary widely, because no stable oscillation pattern
exists or because the system is in a transition period between
different states. Therefore the average of the instantaneous
oscillation periods is not a good measure for our purpose.

To automatically detect oscillations and to analyze their
dependence on patch size and patch distance, we instead intro-
duce an oscillation index q that characterizes how well the oscil-
lation period of a simulation agrees with the oscillation period of
a reference simulation that showed oscillations. q is dened as

q ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

rect

�
Ti � T

2s

�
: (6)

Ti is the i-th instantaneous oscillation period of the N ¼ 375
values determined during a simulation run. �T is a reference
oscillation period. Our standard choice will be �T ¼ 33.6 s, which
is the average value measured in simulations with a homoge-
neous substrate. However, as will be shown below, this value
can be adapted to special situations when needed. rect is the
rectangular function. s is a measure of the allowed deviation of
the instantaneous oscillation period from the average oscilla-
tion period in order to still be counted. Again based on simu-
lations for homogeneous substrates, we set s ¼ 3 s. This is in
line with the results by Kerr et al.22 that showed a deviation of
about 6–7 s at oscillation periods roughly twice as long as ours.
Below we will evaluate q either for one of the two axes separately
or we will take the average of the two values.

3 Results
3.1 Two different oscillation patterns on a homogeneous
substrate

We rst analyze the oscillations emerging if MinD–ATP attaches
homogeneously to the substrate as a reference case for the later
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
analysis on patterns. In Fig. 3 we show two examples of our
simulations, which emerged spontaneously for the same
parameter sets due to small differences in the initial conditions.
The kymograph gives a two-dimensional representation of the
spatiotemporal development of a system. For every time point
(horizontal axis) the corresponding histogram is plotted along
the vertical axis. In the kymographs the sum of MinD and
MinDE is plotted. The resolution is 1 s along the time axis and
0.05 mm along the position axis. The le example shows striped
oscillations along the major axis, whereas the right example
shows pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor axis. For a
better understanding of the difference between these two
patterns, we show two series of simulation snapshots in the ESI
(Fig. S1†). Note that both patterns are quite different from
simple wave propagation and consist of spatiotemporal cycles
of localization and delocalization of the Min-proteins on certain
regions of the membrane. Due to the small system size we
observe neither spiral patterns nor diagonal oscillations. The
emergence of oscillations along the minor axis seems at odds
with the observation that Min-oscillations in wildtype E. coli
cells always have the major axis as the main oscillation axis.
However, in our simulations this typical pattern length scale ts
the length of the minor axis. We nd almost identical results for
the mean oscillation period for both oscillation patterns (stri-
ped oscillations: 33.68 s, pole-to-pole oscillations: 33.51 s),
which are well in line with published results for similar
parameter sets.21,23 In summary, our stochastic approach in
combination with the chosen geometry allows us to identify two
different oscillation patterns which emerge stochastically due to
small differences in the initial conditions. This shows the
strength of the stochastic simulation approach, because such a
nding cannot easily be obtained with a PDE-approach.
3.2 Switch between oscillation patterns triggered by patch
geometry

Aer verifying our approach with some reference simulations,
we next illustrate a surprising effect one nds on patches. Later
we analyze it in more detail with a complete set of simulations.
In Fig. 4A and B we show typical kymographs for oscillations
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396 | 2391
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Fig. 4 Kymographs along the major axis of the combined membrane-
boundMinD andMinDEconcentration for the grid pattern for simulations
with patch size 0.4 mm and (A) patch distance 0.1 mm and (B) patch
distance 1.0 mm. For the small patch distance perfectly striped oscillations
are visible with a period of about 30–35 s. For the large patch distance
this surprisingly changes to a pole-to-pole oscillation pattern with an
oscillation period of about 45 s. To highlight the nature of the different
oscillation patterns we also show the corresponding time-averaged
histograms (C and D) below. The red lines are guides to the eye and have
been obtained by polynomial fitting. The data points have slightly higher
values at the end of each patch due to the handling of surface-bound
particles at the edges of surfaces in Smoldyn and the very small bin size.

Fig. 5 Kymographs along the major (upper kymograph) and the minor
axis (lower kymograph) of the combined membrane-bound MinD and
MinDE concentration for the same simulation run with the checker-
board pattern with patch size 0.4 mm and patch distance 0 mm. After
the initialization phase (t < 100 s) striped oscillations along the major
axis emerge. However, due to stochastic fluctuations this oscillation
pattern switches to a pole-to pole oscillation pattern along the minor
axis with a transition period in between of about 100 s.
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along the major axis on the grid pattern with patch size 0.4 mm.
For small patch distances (Fig. 4A) the expected striped pattern
comparable to lamentous cells arises. This shows that Min-
oscillations are sufficiently robust to tolerate small perturba-
tions in the substrate. Surprisingly, however, for larger patch
distances (Fig. 4B), we typically nd pole-to-pole oscillations
arising along the major axis (ESI, Movie S2†). Fig. 4C and D are
time-averaged histograms demonstrating the different nature of
the two observed oscillation patterns. The observed switching
between them is especially interesting as previously a change in
the intrinsic pattern length scale was discussed to depend on
the parameter values used.20 Here, however, we did not change
any parameter, but the patch geometry. This change in the
oscillation pattern is also coupled to an increase of the oscil-
lation period from about 30 s to about 45 s. This is very different
from the effect of temperature variations that change the
oscillation period but not the typical pattern length scale.36 We
will discuss this change in the oscillatory pattern in detail in
Section 3.4, especially regarding a possible dependence on the
chosen patch size/patch distance combination.
3.3 Stochastic switching between different oscillation
patterns

Our special choice of the simulation geometry allows oscillations
in both directions and indeed we nd stochastic switching
between the different oscillation patterns. A typical example for
this can be seen in Fig. 5, in which we show kymographs for one
2392 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396
simulation run with the checkerboard pattern with patch size 0.4
mm and patch distance 0 mm. Aer the usual initialization period,
for times below 450 s there is an oscillation along the major axis.
Due to stochastic uctuations, the stable oscillations along the
major axis switch to pole-to-pole oscillations (t > 550 s) with quite
a long transition period of about 100 s in between. This switch can
also be nicely observed in a movie of the simulation (ESI, Movie
S3†). We have noticed this switching behavior for numerous
samples, indicating that there is apparently no preferred oscilla-
tion axis, which is important for the oscillation analysis in the
next section. Like for the reference simulations on the homoge-
neous substrate, it should be noted that the oscillation period
along the minor axis is similar to the one along the major axis
(around 30–35 s), as can be seen by comparing the kymographs.

If the patch distance is increased to 1.0 mm, in contrast to the
grid pattern there are no stable oscillations any more on the
checkerboard pattern along either axis (data not shown). This
suggests that there might exist a critical patch distance. Above
this patch distance no oscillations arise like those found for the
checkerboard pattern; alternatively they show a different oscil-
lation pattern as observed for the grid pattern. The existence of
a critical patch distance raises two interesting questions. First,
is this patch distance xed for all patch sizes or is there any
correlation? Second, is there any difference between the grid
and the checkerboard pattern as our two examples shown
suggest? To tackle these questions, we performed an in-depth
oscillation analysis of the instantaneous oscillation periods.
3.4 Results of the automatic oscillation analysis

3.4.1 Oscillations along both axes are patch size and patch
distance dependent. As shown in Fig. S4,† the instantaneous
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 3D and 2D plot of the oscillation index q for �T ¼ (33.6 � 3) s for
oscillations along both the major and the minor axis (average value)
depending on the patch size and patch distance for the grid pattern.
The plot highlights the sharp boundary between patch size/patch
distance combinations with and without oscillations.
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oscillation periods vary widely during a typical computer
simulation and we therefore use the oscillation index q to
automatically detect the presence of an oscillation with a period
around a given reference value. We start our analysis with the
grid pattern. In Fig. 6 we show the results for the automatically
measured oscillation index q for the different patch sizes and
distances. The data points are shown as a 3D grid and as a 2D
density plot with each tile colored according to the mean value
of the four corner points. The results shown are the combined
results for the major and minor axes (average value). Two
features are important to note: rst, there is a clear dependence
on the patch distance that is however coupled to the patch size.
For increasing patch size the distance between neighboring
patches can be much larger for stable oscillations. Second, the
combined analysis still yields q of up to 0.7, which means that
70% of all measurements yielded oscillation periods within 3 s
of the reference oscillation period. With q being over 0.5 (which
would be the case for perfect oscillations along one axis and no
matching instantaneous oscillation period along the other axis)
there must exist oscillations along the apparently non-oscil-
lating axis. These can either come from long transition periods
Fig. 7 Same as in Fig. 6 but for the checkerboard pattern. In general
the result is comparable, note however that for larger patch sizes there
are no oscillations emerging for large patch distances.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
during axis switching or are present but not visible due to being
overlaid by the dominant oscillation along the other axis. The q-
values for the largest patch sizes with the smallest patch
distances are well in line with the results for the oscillations on
the homogeneous substrate, which yielded q z 0.72. q ¼ 1
would mean simultaneous perfect oscillations along both the
major and the minor axes and we have never observed this to
occur. We also mention that the data for the individual axis
(major and minor) look very similar (see Fig. S5†), which indi-
cates that there is no preferential oscillation direction for a
given geometry.

For the checkerboard pattern the results shown in Fig. 7 are
qualitatively similar with regard to the patch size dependence.
There is one major quantitative difference, though, the oscil-
lations vanish for noticeably smaller patch distances compared
to the grid pattern. However, we note that q would be signi-
cantly higher in those regions if one scans for oscillations with
27.6 s < t < 36.6 s.

3.4.2 Emergence of pole-to-pole oscillations. Probably the
most intriguing feature unveiled by our simulations above was
the tendency for pole-to-pole oscillations along the major axis to
emerge instead of the expected striped pattern. As apparently
the oscillation periods were longer (see Fig. 4), we reanalyzed
the oscillation periods with a reference oscillation period of �T ¼
46 s while keeping the allowed deviations constant at s ¼ 3 s.
The choice of the mean oscillation period was made based on
selected kymographs from our simulations.

We start with the grid pattern. As the change in oscillation
behavior only occurs for oscillations along the major axis but
not along the minor axis, we will treat them separately. For the
major axis along which the pole-to-pole oscillations were
noticed the results are shown in Fig. 8. In line with our expec-
tations from our simulation results, there is a sharp ridge with
maxima of q around 0.4 in the 3D plot which roughly runs along
the boundary between areas in the plot with high and with low
q. This conrms that for these combinations of patch size and
distance, the system switches to pole-to-pole oscillations with a
longer oscillation period and the above shown samples are
Fig. 8 3D and 2D plot of q for oscillations with an oscillation period of
(46 � 3) s along the major axis depending on the patch size and patch
distance for the grid pattern. A clear ridge rises along the boundary of
geometries with or without oscillations, indicating the presence of
pole-to-pole oscillations along the major axis for these geometries.
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Fig. 9 Overlay of the data for q for oscillations with a period of T ¼
(33.6 � 3) s (cyan) and a period of T ¼ (46 � 3) s (red) along the major
axis for the grid pattern (A) and the checkerboard pattern (B). The plots
highlight the patch size and patch distance combinations where pole-
to-pole oscillations dominate.

Fig. 10 Dependence of q for �T ¼ (33.6� 3) s on the total length of the
patches for the grid pattern along the major axis (A) and the minor axis
(B). Note that both plots level out.

Fig. 11 Dependence of q for �T ¼ (46 � 3) s on the total length of the
patches for the grid pattern along the major axis for the grid pattern (A)
and the checkerboard pattern (B). Note the clustering of samples with
large q values around total patch lengths of 2–5 mm.
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indeed typical of the oscillation patterns arising. In sharp
contrast to that, there is no such increase for the oscillations
along the minor axis (see Fig. S6†). The maximum q value is
roughly q z 0.1 with the peaks being distributed all over the
patch size/patch distance space, indicating that these peaks are
most probably due to stochastic uctuations and not due to any
geometrical effects.

For the checkerboard pattern the results are again very similar
(see Fig. S7†) apart from the ridge running more diagonal in the
patch size/patch distance plane in comparison to the grid
pattern. This is in line with the results for the normal oscillations
that also had a much more diagonal running boundary between
areas with high and low q (see Fig. 7). Again there are no signif-
icant increases for the results along the minor axis, underlining
the fact that this switch of oscillation pattern is happening solely
along the major axis but not along the minor axis. The latter is
however not too surprising as due to the shorter length only pole-
to-pole oscillations are possible. We note that the exact results
may differ by varying �T and or s. For example, some of the
examples shown above have indicated oscillation periods over
50 s. However, even with a detection window of 44–60 s, no
qualitative changes to the results shown can be noted.

For a better comparison, in Fig. 9 we show an overlay of the
results for �T ¼ 33.6 s (cyan) and �T ¼ 46 s (red). For both, the grid
pattern (le panel) and the checkerboard pattern (right panel),
it can be seen that for oscillations along the major axis the pole-
to-pole oscillations – for those patch size/patch distance
combinations where they occur – are present even slightly more
than oscillation periods hinting at striped oscillations. As noted
above the pole-to-pole oscillations are bracketing the areas with
a high occurrence of striped oscillations.

3.4.3 Effect of the total length of patches. In the literature
the transition from pole-to-pole patterns to striped patterns has
always been linked to a growing cell length2,15,23,36 for constant
parameters. To the best of our knowledge only one publication37

mentions a switch from striped patterns to pole-to-pole oscil-
lations without variations in cell length, although in this case,
the pole-to-pole oscillations are not as distinct as in our simu-
lations with up to a decade longer oscillation periods and the
model is one-dimensional. Recently Halatek and Frey20 showed
that striped oscillations can emerge out of pole-to-pole oscilla-
tions for cells of length 12 mm, however only if MinD recruit-
ment was fast enough to strengthen weak polar zones. Based on
2394 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396
this reported length dependence, we wanted to identify any
effect that our specic simulation geometries might have on the
oscillation behavior. Two possible length scales may play a role:
due to the distances between the patches the actual length of
MinD binding patches is much shorter than the simulation box,
but also the total length of the pattern including the gaps is
shorter due to the offsets at both sides (see Fig. 2).

For the total pattern length we found no signicant depen-
dence of q on the total pattern length except for slightly lower q
values for the shortest checkerboard pattern lengths (see
Fig. S8†). This also holds true if we plot the data for q for a
reference oscillation period of �T ¼ (46� 3) s (see Fig. S9†). Thus,
the emerging pole-to-pole oscillations are not due to a shorter
total pattern length compared to the other samples. To check
for any dependencies of the oscillations on the total length of
the patches (meaning the number of patches in one row (grid
pattern) or in two adjacent rows (checkerboard pattern) along
the major or minor axis times the size of a patch), we plotted q
against the total length of the patches for the grid pattern in
Fig. 10 and for the checkerboard pattern in Fig. S10.† From both
gures it becomes clear that indeed q is dependent on the total
length of the patches, which is not too surprising as a small
length of patches means very large distances, which were shown
to break oscillation patterns above. However, this effect seems
to level out for both geometries, albeit at a lower total patch
length in the grid than in the checkerboard pattern. This result
is in line with the above results that on the checkerboard
pattern the oscillations vanish for lower patch distances at the
same patch size.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 12 Min oscillations in crescent- (A and B), sinusoidal- (C and D),
and helix-shaped (E and F) E. coli cells. The screenshots show an
oscillation behavior similar to the filamentous cells. Membrane-bound
MinD is marked in blue and membrane-bound MinDE is marked in
orange. Due to the much longer cells there are more nodes. The
number of nodes increases with increasing cell length. This is under-
lined by the kymographs in the right panel. f marks the position along
the cell contour.
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As our focus is on the occurrence of the pole-to-pole oscil-
lations along the major axis, we perform the same analysis but
for a q calculated for a mean oscillation period of �T ¼ (46� 3) s.
The results are shown in Fig. 11 for both, the grid pattern (le
panel) and the checkerboard pattern (right panel). Here it is very
interesting that both graphs peak for values between 2 mm and
5 mm with the peak slightly shied to larger values for the
checkerboard pattern. These total patch lengths are all of the
size of a wildtype E. coli cell that shows rod-like oscillations,
which might lead to the conclusion that this is the reason why
these patterns are producing pole-to-pole instead of striped
oscillations. However, there are also oscillations with the
shorter, expected oscillation period with very similar q-values at
these total patch lengths.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
3.5 Exploring three dimensions

In our simulations we have shown the variety in oscillation
patterns on a 2D patterned substrate. Using Smoldyn as the
simulation soware we envision taking this approach further by
simulating patterned structures also in more complex geome-
tries whichmake full use of the three dimensions. As instructive
examples for three-dimensional geometries, we turn to the
crescent-, sinusoidal-, and helix-shaped E. coli cells, which have
been grown by Takeuchi et al.38 In Fig. 12 we show a screenshot
and a kymograph of a reference simulation for each of these
geometries. A movie of the simulation of the helix-cell can be
found in the ESI (Movie S11†). f denotes the angle marking the
position along the cell. The crescent-shaped cell has a total
length of 39.6 mm, and the sinusoidal-shaped cell is about 62.8
mm long. The diameter of the helix is approximately 10 mm,
leading to a total cell length of about 78.5 mm. For these
simulations kD was set to 0.0125 mm s�1, all other parameters
remained the same. The particle numbers were increased to
reect the longer cell lengths. Very similar to the lamentous E.
coli cells, we observe striped patterns with an increasing
number of nodes due to the increasing cell length from the
crescent- to the helix-shaped cell. For all three shapes the typical
pattern length scale and the periods of the oscillations are
roughly comparable to those on the homogeneous substrate.
4 Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated that investigating Min-
oscillations on micropatterns with typical patch sizes being
small compared to the typical pattern length scale of the oscil-
lations leads to very interesting results. We rst conrm that
Min-oscillations are sufficiently robust as to tolerate small gaps
in the substrate. We next nd that there exists a patch distance
above which no stable oscillations can be recorded, in agree-
ment with results for larger patterns.16 However, it has not been
shown before how patch size and distance have to be chosen to
still ensure the emergence of oscillations. In our chosen geom-
etry the main oscillation axis can be oriented either along the
major or the minor axis with stochastic switches between
different oscillation patterns, underlining the need to include
stochasticity in such simulations. Our most striking result in
regard to the effect of geometry is the nding that the system can
also be switched between different oscillation patterns along the
same oscillation axis by changing patch geometry only. Until
now, such a switch has only been observed through changes in
system size (switch from pole-to-pole to striped by increasing cell
length).

Our approach provides a powerful framework to understand
the effects of three dimensions, stochasticity and geometry on
Min-oscillations, both in living cells and in reconstitution
assays. For example, the unusual three-dimensional cell shapes
produced by Takeuchi and coworkers38 could also be engi-
neered and patterned in suitable material systems. Regarding
the important biological system of the E. coli cells, our results
suggest that small variations in putative division sites are not
sufficient to change the character of the Min-oscillations. On
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 2388–2396 | 2395
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the other hand, however, a cell-scale distribution of such sites
might in fact switch the oscillation pattern. This might be an
important element to understand, e.g. the division of certain
nematode-attached gammaproteobacteria from the family
Chromatiaceae.39 In contrast to E. coli cells, these ecto-
symbionts divide along the long rather than along the short
axis. The evolutionary advantage of this unusual process seems
to be the fact that these gammaproteobacteria are attached with
one pole to the surface of the marine nematode Laxus oneistus
and thus have to make sure that both daughter cells remain
attached to the host aer division.40 It is an exciting question to
explore if internal patterning of division sites might in fact lead
to Min-oscillations along the short axis of the bacterium.
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